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Assisi: Return to the Sacred
St Francis and St. Claire
The Essential Self
The Holy Spiritual Constellations,
and the Sacred Spiritual Constellations
WITH

Ron Young
May 1-6, 2018, Assisi, Italy
St. Francis
I cannot promise you
the beauty of a rose
without thorns,
for that is the grace of the One
who bestows the Garland of Life
but this bread that I give to you is the seed
from which grows the tree whose boughs bend
to touch the earth with ripened fruit.
You do not know My voice
for it is hidden
in the secret of the Unfolding,
where you will find the Great River
sounding forth, roaring through
the Gates of your Heart.
Do not search for Me in Love
for it is only My perfume,
the fragrance I leave
to let you know
I am here.

ASSISI, and its surroundings hold the luminosity of
St. Francis and St. Claire. In this place symbolic of the
integration of Heaven and Earth, Sacred Man and Sacred
Woman, our work will be focused on opening from
within the Essential Self.
FRANCIS AND CLARE From within each of
the world’s spiritual traditions, there have appeared
the Great Ones who demonstrated the teachings of
their tradition not as dogma, but as active entryways
to the Living Presence of God. The life of Saint Francis
represents the ultimate teaching of discipleship and is
the fulfillment of the axiom that in order to lead one
must learn to follow. Unlike the great majority of
spiritual aspirants, Francis represents the disciple who
goes direct to God without delay, he does what is most
difficult: He follows the instructions from the Master as
they are given without interpretation. Without seeking
a personal comfort zone, be it-psychological, emotional,
or material, he goes forward.
Through Revelation, Francis follows the inner Movement of
God from within leading him step by step into the Unknown
with complete trust. Externally he lives in complete poverty,
receives each given task without ownership or need of
recognition- and remains firmly in the embrace of his
Beloved as the inner unfolding brings him into union
with Jesus. Finally, after manifesting all of the miracles
of Jesus, his identification with Jesus is so complete it is
imprinted into his material body as the Stigmata of Jesus.

Beneath the breath of the world

Against the will of the Church and the World, Claire takes
the poverty of Francis, demonstrating the power of the
feminine to follow the instructions of the Father-Mother
God without interpretation. Claire demonstrates the
power of the feminine fully surrendered to God’s Grace
and Will with complete internal trust, in the midst of
extreme circumstance.

Beneath the sorrows and
the prayers of the heart
Beneath that which is seen
and that which remains unseen
The Great Mystery is calling us
Ron Young

The Holy Spiritual and The Sacred
Spiritual Constellations In this training we
will experientially entering into the Greater Love,
The Greater Wisdom and the Greater Power through
which we as Spirit Intelligence having taken the Human
Descent, are emanated. With the Holy Spiritual and the
Sacred Spiritual Constellations, we are entering into
contemplative movements of the Great Intelligence from
which and through which the universe is emanated.
With the Holy Spiritual Constellations we will enter into
contemplative movements with the Builders of the
World, those intelligences that bring into being and
maintain the multitudinous forms of Life’s Emanations
from God-Absolute as it is reflected and distributed
through the Worlds of Existence. In the Sacred Spiritual
Constellations we enter into contemplative movements
with the Guiding Intelligences specifically focused on the
Human Spiritual Descent and Evolution. Through this
guidance the human evolution is systemically moving
towards bringing to earth a reordering of the human
possibility of Manifested Reality opening through
Love-Compassion and Wisdom grounded in Power.
This unique training will be a combination
of in-depth meditation on the Essential Self
through the archetypes of the Sacred Man
and the Sacred Woman opened to us by
St. Francis and St. Clare. We will also work deeply
with the Sacred Spiritual Constellations and the Holy
Spiritual Constellations. Our intention is to leave this
training grounded in the reality of deep trust in our
inner perceptions and movements, guided by God and
Spirit within, welcoming the opening to the sourcing
movements of the Creative Intelligence within us, as we
daily face the unknown future.

This advanced 6 day retreat is being offered to all who have studied with Ron or given permission by him to attend.

LOCATION
La Cittadella Ospitalita
Via Degli Ancaiani 3, 06081, Assisi, Italy
• Tel: +39-075-813231

SCHEDULE
1pm: arrival and registration
3 pm - 7 pm: Training
May 2, 3, 4 and 5 9:30 am - 1 pm and
3:15 pm -7 pm: Training
9:30 am - 1 pm: Training
May 6
2 pm: End of training (after lunch)

May 1

TRAINING FEE
• Registration before March 31st: $1500US
• Registration after March 31st: $1600US

ROOM & BOARD
R& B for 5 nights will be paid to the training site on arrival:
• Single room accommodation: €325 = $390
• Double room accommodation: €255 = $306
A $400 deposit is requested as a confirmation.
Payment by Paypal, credit card (Visa, Master and Amex) or check.
Checks payable to Healing Wisdom USA, Corp. Mailing address:
Healing Wisdom USA 203 Prince Street New York, NY 10012

TRAVEL
Arriving from USA Closest airport is Rome Fiumicino (FCO)
• Transfer from Rome Fiumicino Airport to Assisi:
€40-€50 = $50-60.00US
• Transfer from the Assisi to the airport:
€40-€50 = $50-60.00US (cost to be shared among passengers)
Additional arrival information for those who may come
earlier to Italy We recommend arriving by airplane to Rome.
From the airport a train shuttle will take you to the main train
station Roma Termini. From here you can take a train to
Assisi/Santa Maria degli Angeli, (changing train in Foligno).
A taxi will then drive you from the train station of Assisi to the
hotel which is located in the old town of Assisi.
Arriving from Europe
You can also decide to fly to Perugia, the closest airport to Assisi.
You can arrive to Perugia from: (www.ryanair.com)
• London Stansted • Bruxelles Charleroi
From Perugia there are direct trains to Assisi.
Taxis to go to the Eremo during the training: €10 = $12.00 US

WEATHER
Assisi is at an altitude of 1400 feet. May sees summer
temperatures arrive, with a monthly average of 71°F.
Rain showers are common, however, due to Assisi’s position
on the flanks of Monte Subasio.

YOUR STAY IN ASSISI
We invite you to contact the office in Italy to help you arrange
your stay in Italy, before and after the seminar.

info@healingwisdom.com
www.healingwisdom.com
telephone: +39-335-6759664
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